
  



  

Questions:

1. What can cartoons, comics, comic-books and other similar formats bring to archaeology that no other 
visual formats can? What are their intrinsic values and structures? How does the information they encode 
vary from that encoded in other image forms, and is this compatible with the general context of image-use 
within archaeological practice?

2. How does their existing popular context and use impact on the conditions under which they might be 
used in archaeology for “external” communication – that is, talking to a non-specialist, non-archaeologically-
trained, or “popular” audience. What lessons can be learned from the non-archaeological use of these 
formats? In what way do these uses compliment technological changes in the communication of 
archaeological information to wider audiences and stakeholders?

3. How might the use of these formats in archaeology change the nature of “internal” communications 
patterns and specialist discourse? If we can talk about “new” ways of communicating archaeology through 
the use of a “new” medium, can we talk also of “new” kinds of information that we might communicate? 
What would be the working relationship between these formats and existing modes of visual 
communication – both those at the core (finds illustration, reconstruction, plans, sections, etc.) and those at 
the periphery (artworks, installations, performance, film, sound, etc.) of archaeological practice?



  



  



  



  

For those interested in a more esoteric discussion of what we mean by Sequential Art or Sequential Media, I refer you to Scott 
McCloud's ground-breaking 1993 study, Understanding Comics, which – written by a highly innovative comics writer, illustrator 
and professional activist – is a thorough exploration of both theoretical and practical considerations. In addition, the writings of 
the critic Claude Beylie on the “Ninth Art” have placed it within the wider critical context of western arts traditions. He and others 
have also worked to define crucial differences between the language and use of comics, film and literature. For those interested 
in the contemporary critical literary analysis of comics and its associated art, 9A (ninthart.org) archives some of the best from 
2001 – 2006, while internet searches for “ninth art” will guide you towards a plethora of criticism in the form of blogs and forums.



  



  



  



  



  

For much, much more on the history of comics, Scott McCloud's Understanding Comics  again, as well as Will Eisner's Comics 
and Sequential Art (1996). The Wikipedia article on “Comics” is an excellent summary. All highlight the work of influential early 
artists such as Winsor McCay (Little Nemo in Slumberland, etc.), George Herriman (Krazy Kat) and Will Eisner (The Spirit), who 
simultaneously established and subverted the paradigms and conventions of the media in a fascinating example of its robust 
narrative and visual adaptability.



  

Familiar to most of us from superhero comics, 
the so-called American style - exemplified by 
the work of Jack Kirby at Marvel Comics in 
the 1960s - is characterized by dynamic 
action poses, exaggerated anatomy and thick 
brushwork. It is a style still popular in US 
comics. In the late 1960s and 1970s, looser, 
pen-based styles, thick with stippling marks 
influenced by earlier US traditions and 
contemporary European comics was adopted 
by so-called “underground” comic artists like 
Robert Crumb.

The “ligne claire” 
work typical of Herge 
– the illustrator of the 
Tintin adventures – 
is characteristic of 
much commercial 
and mainstream 
“bande desinee” 
work in Europe 
between the 1920s 
and the 1950s. By 
the 1960s, looser, 
stippled styles had 
emerged in the 
works of illustrators 
such as Moebius, 
published in 
alternative comic 
anthologies such as 
“Metal Hurlant”. 
Britain, perhaps as a 
result of a stronger 
post-war influence 
from US culture, has 
developed its own, 
hybrid styles.

The style popularly known as “manga”, strictly 
speaking refers to a publishing format. But the term 
is commonly used to refer to the comic art of Japan, 
China, Korea and elsewhere in Asia. It is typified by 
heavily stylized visual conventions and mechanical 
dot-tone work instead of colour, and close 
relationships with animation. This highly idiosyncratic 
style is generally agreed to have resulted from a 
post-war fusion of indigenous popular illustration 
traditions – such as ukiyo-e woodblock prints – with 
imported US comic art. The style has had a huge 
influence on the visual dynamics of the gaming 
industry, and its influence is now feeding back into 
Western comic book traditions.
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For much, much more on how narrative is created, Scott McCloud's Understanding Comics cannot be bettered. His follow-up volume, Reinventing Comics shows how 
digital technologies have impacted on the narrative possibilities of sequential media. Gary Spencer Millidge's Comic Book Design contains excellent examples of 
contemporary approaches to narrative structure and story-telling. And, of course, there's a great PhD in exploring the narrative conventions of ancient sequential media 
and how those conventions might be used in contemporary archaeological sequential narratives.
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See also, Johannes Loubser's Archaeology: The Comic (2003) – part textbook, part introduction to archaeology and Capstone Press' “Graphic Adventure” series, 
where plucky Isabel Soto (a sort of educational Lara Croft for 8-12 yr olds) investigates Macchu Picchu, Pompeii, Mesa Verde, and, er, UFOs, the Bermuda Triangle 
and Bigfoot...



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  
See also Trent De Boer, Shovel Bum, and Alice Watterson's Forteviot comic (VIA 2010)
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